A portable device based on the interrupter technique to measure bronchodilator response in schoolchildren
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ABSTRACT: A new device for measuring airway resistance following brief airflow interruption (Microlab 4000; Micromedical Ltd, UK) was evaluated in 25 asthmatic school children in comparison with well-established methods.

Airway resistance was measured during brief airflow interruption ($R_{int}$), before and after administration of salbutamol 200 µg by metered-dose inhaler, and in the spirometric parameters, forced expiratory volume in one second ($FEV_1$) and peak expiratory flow ($PEF$), and total respiratory system resistance at 6 Hz ($R_{rs,6}$) measured by the forced oscillation technique (FOT). The sensitivity index (SI) (mean change/baseline standard deviation) was calculated for each subject.

At baseline, interrupter conductance, the reciprocal of $R_{int}$, correlated well with $FEV_1$ ($r=0.837; p<0.001$) and $PEF$ ($r=0.773; p <0.001$), and $R_{int}$ correlated highly with $R_{rs,6}$ ($r=0.942; p<0.001$). The median intrasubject coefficient of variation of the interrupter method was higher than the FOT or either spirometric parameter: $R_{int}$ 11%, $R_{rs,6}$ 9%, $FEV_1$ 5% and $PEF$ 5%. However, the sensitivity to detect change after bronchodilator, expressed as the median SI, did not differ significantly between measurements: $R_{int}$ 3.5, $R_{rs,6}$ 3.6, $FEV_1$ 2.4 and $PEF$ 3.0. A significant response (SI >2) was shown by the interrupter in 22 of the subjects compared with 16 by $FEV_1$.

The interrupter technique is useful for assessing changes in airway calibre in asthmatic school children, with a sensitivity at least as good as standard methods. Such a device could be of particular value in those too young to perform spirometry.


An acute response to the administration of a bronchodilator, one of the diagnostic criteria of asthma, can only be quantified by lung function measurement. This does not present a problem in school-age children and adults or even in sedated infants. However, there remains a gap in our knowledge of the airway response to bronchodilating agents in toddlers and preschool children because of the lack of available lung function tests.

Peak flow meters and spirometers are reported to be usable by a small proportion of children as young as 3–5 yrs [1–3], although in our experience preschool children cannot be relied upon to do this consistently or speedily. Blowing sharply enough, blowing for at least 1 s and continuing to expire down to residual volume prove to be major hurdles. The measurement of respiratory system resistance by the forced oscillation technique (FOT) has been recommended for children as young as 2.5 yrs [4], but has not been fully assessed for use with exclusively preschool children. We and others have reported difficulty in obtaining consistent measurements using the FOT in young children in response to bronchoconstricting agents [5–9]. The reasons include: the need to breathe against the oscillating column of air; the mandatory length of quiet, consistent breathing required to obtain a measurement (up to 16 s); and the importance of maintaining a consistently patent upper airway.

Although change in transcutaneous oxygen tension ($P_{tcO_2}$) (a very indirect index of airway function, probably the result of a ventilation-perfusion inequality) has been shown to be a reliable measurement to assess response to bronchoconstricting agents in preschool children [10, 11], it is unlikely to be of value in the measurement of bronchodilation because of the transient hypoxaemia which occurs after the administration of a bronchodilator [12]. The interrupter technique, a noninvasive method of measuring airway resistance, was first described in 1927 [13], but has never been widely accepted as a clinical tool. It is based on the assumption that during an imperceptibly brief interruption of airflow during tidal breathing, the pressure changes at the airway opening can be used to determine the alveolar pressure at the moment of interruption and, hence, knowing the flow immediately prior to interruption, resistance can be calculated. Reasons for the reluctance to use the technique include: the lack of standardization of a method for calculating the driving pressure from the mouth pressure signal and the absence of any reference values. It is noninvasive,
requires minimum patient co-operation and its brevity and the absence of an oscillating column of air suggests that it may be generally better tolerated by young patients than the FOT. Responses such as glottic narrowing are unlikely to occur, because measurements are virtually imperceptible and are made during quiet breathing.

Recently, the physiological basis and clinical utility of the interrupter technique has been re-evaluated, with some promising results [14–16], and theoretical analysis by Bates et al. [17] has validated the technique. Although upper airway compliance may lead to an underestimation of airway resistance [18], this can be minimized by supporting the cheeks and floor of the mouth. It has been shown that the interrupter technique can be successfully applied to healthy adults in order to provide an index of change in airway calibre following bronchoconstriction [19]. Others have demonstrated its value following the administration of bronchodilators in the presence of pre-existing airflow obstruction [20, 21]. These studies have all been performed in laboratory settings.

The object of this study was to evaluate the commercially available interrupter device, the Microlab 4000, in assessing the response to bronchodilator therapy in schoolchildren, with a view to its introduction into the preschool age group. We wished to determine the relative sensitivity of the technique compared with other standard techniques in the clinically relevant setting of a children’s out-patient clinic. Because we aimed to compare devices in clinical use, healthy control subjects were not measured.

Methods

Subjects

The 25 asthmatic children included in this study were aged 5–15 (median 8) yrs (14 boys and 11 girls), and had values of forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) ranging 54–111% of predicted [22]. The children were either out-patients with clinical symptoms or in-patients with acute severe asthma, in all of whom a bronchodilator response was routinely measured as part of their clinical assessment. Patients were not included if they had taken bronchodilator therapy within 4 h of the tests. With the agreement of their parents, the children were asked if they were willing to perform the extra breathing tests.

Protocol

The subjects performed several baseline measurements on each of three devices in the order: interrupter, forced oscillation and spirometry. On each device, one or two practice attempts were made before starting to record the data. Salbutamol (200 µg) was administered from a metered-dose inhaler and Volumatic® spacer (Glaxo Wellcome UK). After 15 min, the measurements were repeated in the same order. On two separate visits, 10 patients had measurements using the interrupter device after both salbutamol and placebo (two puffs) given in a random order, single-blind to the patient. The tests took less than 5, 7 and 5 min, for the interrupter, FOT and spirometry, respectively, such that the total time to perform all three sets of tests was invariably less than 20 min. The same person performed the tests on all of the patients and a trained asthma nurse supervised the administration both of placebo and bronchodilator therapy throughout the study. Those performing the placebo tests were given the placebo whilst the asthma nurse was assessing their inhaler technique.

Interrupter technique

Interrupter resistance was measured using a single commercial device (Microlab 4000; Micromedical Ltd, Rochester, UK) throughout the tests. After a period of quiet breathing, a single, 100 ms, shutter closure occurred automatically in response to a trigger, during inspiration, at a flow of 80% of the previous tidal peak flow. It was not possible to set the flow at which occlusion occurred. Subjects were unable to anticipate the trigger event but were able to hear the valve closing. Subjects were placed in an identical, comfortable posture. They breathed quietly through a cardboard mouthpiece (2.7 cm diameter or, in the case of younger children, 2.0 cm diameter) with the nose clipped, the cheeks and pharynx supported and the neck slightly extended [5]. Attempts were not accepted if the patient was observed to be breathing irregularly, or if the mouth pressure-time curve ($P_{mo(t)}$) was not of a consistent shape, as described in the literature [5, 23, 24]. The method of analysis involved the determination of the pressure from a linear back-extrapolation of the mean of two 10 ms sections of the postinterruption signal (centred on 30 and 70 ms) to an arbitrary time (15 ms) after the onset of airway occlusion to calculate $R_{int}(t)$ [5, 20]. This method gave the lowest baseline variability and the highest sensitivity index (SI), during bronchoconstrictor challenge in children [5]. The ratio of this pressure to the flow immediately prior to interruption was used to derive interrupter resistance. For statistical purposes, the value of the measurement was recorded as the mean of six accepted measurements, the subject coming off the mouthpiece for at least five breaths between each attempt. Subjects were excluded if less than six acceptable attempts were obtained, either before or after bronchodilator administration.

Forced oscillation technique

Total respiratory system resistance was determined by the FOT, as described by Landser et al. [25] and ourselves [7]. The computer indicated the coherence value, a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio, thus allowing the operator to reject a particular measurement if the coherence was less than 95%. For this test, subjects breathed via the wide bore mouthpiece (2.7 cm). For statistical purposes, the value of the measurement was recorded as the mean of six accepted measurements, the subject coming off the mouthpiece for at least five breaths between each attempt. Subjects were excluded if less than six acceptable attempts were obtained, either before or after bronchodilator administration.
Spirometry

Spirometric measurements were made on an electronic spirometer based on a pneumonotachograph (Vitalograph Compact; Vitalograph, Buckingham UK). The patients performed this test whilst standing, using identical mouthpieces to those used for the interrupter measurements. Each subject performed three acceptable blows and all forced vital capacity (FVC), FEV1 and peak expiratory flow (PEF) values were recorded. Since all our subjects were familiar with the FVC manoeuvre and, furthermore, we wished to avoid errors caused by changes in bronchomotor tone, the subjects were asked to perform only three blows which satisfied the following criteria: 1) an observable full inspiration; 2) lips sealed around the mouthpiece; and 3) a forced expiration showing a distinct peak. For statistical purposes, the value of the measurement recorded was the mean of three successful attempts.

Calibration

Each of the devices was calibrated according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The spirometer was calibrated at the start of each day using a 1 L precision syringe (Vitalograph, UK) in multiples up to 4 L. The interrupter was precalibrated for pressure by the manufacturers. Volume and flow, its time integral, were calibrated before each patient using a precision syringe (Vitalograph, UK). The FOT equipment was calibrated at the start of each session using a reference linear resistance, which ensures that the response both of the transducers and the attached tubing was calibrated up to 48 Hz.

Expression of results and statistical analysis

Baseline repeatability was assessed using the within-subject coefficient of variation (CoV), the standard deviation of repeat measurements expressed as a percentage of the mean. Linear regression analysis was used to determine the relationship, under baseline conditions, between interrupter measurements, FOT measurements and spirometry. The SI was calculated in a standard manner for each individual as the mean absolute change in lung function divided by the standard deviation of baseline measurements. This was always given a positive value. The values of the different measurements were expressed using the median (range) to allow for the non-parametric distribution of the data. Friedman’s test was used to compare sensitivity indices between all four different parameters, and Wilcoxon’s test was used to further investigate individual differences between the interrupter and the other measurements. In all cases, a p-value of less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

Results

Baseline values

Interrupter conductance (G_int) correlated well with FEV1 (r=0.837; p<0.001) (fig. 1) and PEF (r=0.773; p<0.001). Interrupter resistance (R_int) correlated highly with total respiratory system resistance at 6 Hz (R_RS,6) (r=0.942; p<0.001) with no systematic bias (fig. 2). The repeatability of the interrupter method as measured by the median (range) intrasubject coefficient of variation (CoV), was significantly less than for either spirometric parameter (table 1). On average, 91% of individual measurements were accepted on the interrupter compared with 83% for the FOT and 77% by spirometry.

Of the 10 patients who took the placebo, there was no significant change in interrupter resistance values after placebo (median values before 0.69 kPa·L⁻¹·s⁻¹; and after 0.70 kPa·L⁻¹·s⁻¹; p=0.47). The standard deviation of the difference between pre- and post-placebo values was 0.04 kPa·L⁻¹·s⁻¹. In no subject was the change statistically significant.
Changes after bronchodilator

Resistance values as measured by the interrupter and FOT decreased after bronchodilator in all subjects by a median of 36 and 35%, respectively (table 1). The changes in resistance were similar for the two methods, with no systematic bias (fig. 3). For most of the subjects, both the FEV1 and PEF increased (by a median of 12 and 14%, respectively) (table 1), although some changes were very small and in one subject the FEV1 was slightly less after bronchodilator. The median SI for the interrupter technique was not significantly different from any of the other measurements. However, comparing the interrupter resistance with FEV1, the difference approached statistical significance. The correlation between the SI for FEV1 and R_int was very poor (fig. 4). The scatter for PEF was also very wide. The sensitivities of R_int and R_rs,6 were similar with no systematic bias.

Discussion

Our aim was to study a commercially available interrupter device to measure change in airway resistance following bronchodilator therapy in schoolchildren. The device was compared with the FOT, which also required relatively little co-operation, and spirometry, which required more understanding and co-operation but which has been the gold standard for many years. Ideally, we would have liked to use younger subjects because preschool children are most likely to benefit from the interrupter technique since they are too young to co-operate with conventional tests.

The device used, the Microlab 4000, is capable of triggering during either inspiration or expiration and either discretely (i.e., on an individual breath basis) or repetitively, whilst the subject breathes through it continuously until sufficient measurements have been recorded. In our study, the measurements were all taken during inspiration to avoid any problems associated with dynamic changes in airway resistance during expiration. A separate study of 22 asthmatic children showed no significant difference between measurements taken during continuous breathing and those taken discretely, suggesting that, in practice, it may be possible to select the mode to suit the individual patient. After a period of quiet breathing, the interrupter method used in our study triggers at 80% of the previous tidal peak flow, whereas others [5, 19, 20] have used devices set to trigger a
specific flow. This could be important, since resistance is flow- and volume-dependent. If the tidal flow pattern changes after an intervention, such as the administration of bronchodilator, then the interruption will occur at a different lung volume, with potential bias to the resultant resistance value. One recent study failed to show any differences in interrupter resistance in children, when performing occlusions at different lung volumes [26]. Also, preliminary results from our current study using the same device, failed to show any correlation between flow and interrupter resistance, over the range of flow encountered during 20 repeat measurements of $R_{int}$ in each of 10 children.

For the FOT, each measurement of $R_{rs,6}$ was the time-weighted average during all phases of breathing over a recording period of 16 s. Due to the frequency dependence of resistance, in children with asthma, the greatest change in $R_{rs,6}$ is found at the lower frequencies, hence, the values used in this study were obtained at a frequency of 6 Hz, the lowest frequency with a coherence function of $>0.95$ in all subjects before and after bronchodilator. It should be noted that $R_{rs,6}$ was averaged over the whole respiratory cycle and over many breaths, whereas, $R_{int}$ measured inspiratory resistance during single breaths. Theoretically, the two techniques are affected by the same factors, such as varying lung volume and upper airway compliance, and this is reflected by the lack of systematic bias between the two measurements (fig. 2) [27].

Even though interrupter resistance correlated significantly with PEF and FEV1 our data showed a large scatter of sensitivity indices (fig. 4). This discrepancy may relate to the differences between subjects in the effects of topical β2-agonists on airway smooth muscle, or might simply be due to differences in their the site of action in the airway, since $R_{int}$ is likely to be dominated by large airway function whereas FEV1 is affected by more peripheral airway calibre. The mechanism of action could differ between subjects, for instance in the effect of the "big breath" manoeuvre. Because the FVC manoeuvre can cause a change in bronchomotor tone [28], this measurement was always the last to be attempted by each patient.

To our knowledge, there is no evidence that quiet breathing tests alter bronchial tone and, hence, are likely to result in a bias towards subsequent tests. The interval between the first interrupter measurement and the last vital capacity manoeuvre was short and, given that the maximum effect of salbutamol is likely to occur about 20 min after inhalation, it is likely, if anything, that $R_{int}$ would have underestimated rather than overestimated the change in true resistance. Further exploration of the difference between $R_{int}$ and FEV1 in the detection of response to bronchodilating agents might be profitable.

Normally, with spirometry, the best blow is accepted according to American Thoracic Society guidelines [29] but, for statistical purposes, we used data from all three blows. With the interrupter and forced oscillations, a preliminary statistical study showed that six measurements were needed from which to obtain a reliable mean value. Although this may have a small effect on the statistics and, in particular, the SI, it was felt that the fact that the devices were being used in a manner reflecting their routine clinical use justified our decision to require only three blows on the spirometer but six both on the interrupter and the FOT. With this age group, the median baseline CoV of the interrupter was significantly higher than that for either FEV1 or PEF (table 1), but the relatively large changes after salbutamol resulted in comparable values for median SI (table 1), the important criterion of the ability to detect change within individual subjects. The results of this study do not support the use or safety of this device or technique in tests designed to assess the response to bronchoconstricting agents.

In conclusion, the interrupter technique was well-tolerated and simple to perform, requiring only a portable and relatively inexpensive device and less patient cooperation than the more complex forced oscillation technique. Our results show that this particular commercial version of the interrupter technique can be used to detect a response to bronchodilator therapy, with comparable sensitivity to the forced oscillation method and spirometry in schoolchildren. The option to preset the flow at which the measurement is made might enhance its accuracy. However, before the interrupter technique becomes a part of standard lung function equipment, more work is needed to determine reference values and the best configuration (inspiration or expiration, discrete or continuous mode). Based on our experience with schoolchildren, it should be a suitable device for assessing bronchodilator therapy in younger children who have the ability to breathe quietly through a mouthpiece or a paediatric face mask.
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